
 

 

 

  

 
 
 

Abstract-- Preservation of documents and retrieval of information 
from the damaged documents is very important for advancement in 
any field. The useful contents of documents may be lost or hidden 
intentionally or accidently due to several reasons e.g. using whitener, 
pasting of paper, ink spreading, fading etc. These damaged 
documents may be some research result, historic event, pacts or any 
important piece of information. Most of the available approaches of 
retrieving such lost contents  are  exploring the remaining  intact  
contents to  guess  for the lost contents  but no approach is found yet 
to  retrieve  exactly the original  ones . We have devised an 
experimental setup for a new scanning technique i.e. by sensing the 
light transmitted through the subject document(damaged) instead 
conventional method by reflection of light.We have  used this setup 
for the retrieval of damaged document contents. Experiments are 
carried out on various intentionally damaged documents and 
encouraging results are obtained. However its applicability is limited 
for physically available documents only.  
 

Keywords— Damaged document, Retrival of information, 
Sensing through light transmission,OCR. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
RESERVATION of document is very important for any 
type of advancement in life. The useful contents of 

documents may be lost or hidden intentionally or accidently 
due to several reasons[1] e.g. using whitener, pasting of paper, 
ink spreading, fading etc. These lost contents may be a 
research document, historic event, pacts or any important piece 
of information. Retrieval of this lost information is a 
challenging research area. 

Text recovery from damaged documents requires a great 
linguistic, reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. Also 
a prior knowledge of semantics is required to predict the 
missing or incomplete words in any sentence. One approach to 
automate this task is by developing unsupervised machine base 
to extract the relation between the objects at  
symbolic level[2].  
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Appropriate training algorithm is also 
required for this purpose. Lots of work has been done in the 
area of sentence completion and defect detection[3], semantic 
knowledge in word completion[4], machine vision and 
prediction techniques[5] etc. Available approaches are 
estimating the lost contents up to a certain level of accuracy, 
but no approach is found to retrieve the actual ones. 

In this paper, we have attempted to achieve the same goal of 
text retrieval from damaged documents by an entirely different 
approach than in litrature, where we have developed a new 
scanning technique and used it to recover the missing words 
from the damaged documents effectively with a great ease.  

Basically documents are damaged by occurrence of defects 
on them i.e. either by addition of layer of substance or by 
removal  of layer of substance from their surface. The 
addition of layer results in increasing the thickness at actual 
places of hidden information contents or objects. The 
increased thickness becomes almost double as compared to the 
remaining non damaged portion of document for passing  of 
light through it. This keen observation led us to develop a 
novel image scanning technique by sensing the light 
transmitted through the damaged document instead of the 
usual way of scanning by sensing the reflected light from their 
surface. The lost text because of scratches can only be 
estimated so far by using the prediction based on  available 
information as in[2]. 

The applicably of our scheme is limited for physically 
available documents only.It has  many applications in 
character recognition, currency verification, restoring old 
damaged documents very close to the original. Similar type of 
approach is being used in fabric inspection[7], metal 
inspection [8] for defect detection. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduce our 
proposed scanning technique, Section III describes its 
applicability in hidden(damaged) content retrival, Section IV 
describes the  details of experimental sep-up developed for the 
purpose,Section V gives the framework of the overall content 
retrival approach.The different types of input documents that 
we have considered  for experiment are described in Section 
VI followed by their respective experimental results,  
observations  and analysis  in Section VII. Finally we conclude 
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with result analysis, limitations and future scope in Section 
VIII. 

II.  PROPOSED SCANNING TECHNIQUE 
Conventionally documents are scanned by sensing the light 

reflected from their surface. In our proposed technique, the 
images are acquired by sensing the light passed through the 
damaged document. The results in this case are dependent on 
the intensity of light passed through these documents and  
exposing on the focal plan array of image acquisition device 
used in the experimental set-up.For better results, the scanning 
should be performed in dark room to minimize the effect of 
light reflection during image acquisition.  

 

 
Fig. 1  New scanning approach 

III. APPLICABILITY FOR HIDDEN CONTENT RETREIVAL 
In the damaged documents, the locations where the 

information is hidden will have more thickness (almost 
double) as compared to the remaining non damaged regions 
for passing of light through it. Hence according to Beer-
Lambert law[7],the intensity of light exposing on the focal 
plan array through these relatively thick regions( due to defects 
)  is approximately less by a factor of ‘102α’  as compared to 
the remaining  portion. Where, α = absorption coefficient of 
color material. The multiplication of 2 to α is assumed because 
in case of defects by addition, surface thickness at defected 
area of image becomes almost double. This causes in their 
relatively less intensity in the luminous domain due to defects   
and after analyzing these regions , the hidden contents  may be 
retrieved with suitable distinction  from the background. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMAGE ACQUISITION SET-UP 
For scanning of the damaged document, experimental image 

acquisition setup is prepared by us as shown below in Fig.2. In 
terms of hardware used, wooden box, white 5w CFL as light 
source, 4 mm thick transparent glass as a base for document 
and 8 mega pixel cameras were used. The vertical distance 
between light source and transparent glass/document is 300 
mm and size of wooden box is 150x150 mm2. The image 
acquisition device was kept at a vertical height of 600 mm 
from damaged document. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Experimental image acquisition setup 

V. CONTENT RETREIVAL APPROACH 
The objective is to retrieve the hidden or lost text 

information from input damaged document  The proposed 
approach is divided in three stages a) Scanning  b) Image 
analysis  c) Recognition by OCR. The  framwork is shown in 
Fig1 and the process is illustrated in Fig.3.The scanning and 
image acquisition are performed using set up shown in Fig 2 . 
During image acquisition, the light source was switched ON 
while the Camera flash & all room lights were kept OFF. 
Camera position i.e. distance from document was adjusted   for 
acquiring different images depending on font size of the 
document. 

The image analysis (noise removal, binary conversion, 
morphological processing) is done in gray region of image 
using MATLAB 7.0 image processing tool box. The binary 
conversion is performed on the basis of threshold. Then this 
processed image is passed  as input to an  OCR ABBYY 
FineReader 11 to get the outcomes in MS WORD format. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Content retrieval approach 
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VI. INPUT DOCUMENTS 
The input documents are prepared by pasting of white sheet 

or by  whitener defects over the original documents of  Fig 
[4(a)-4(d)] .In Fig 4(a) , the document is having different font 
(8-18) alphabets .Fig 4(b), 4(c) is having same alphabets series 
having same font size but with different colors and Fig 4(d).a 
historic speech document is shown. 

The input images of Fig [4(a)-4(d)] are defected 
purposefully by pasting of paper and by applying whitener 
over them as shown in Fig[5(a)-5(d)]. The prediction of any 
character/text beneath the defects is almost impossible in these 
cases of defected inputs neither visually nor by Optical 
Character Recognizer (OCR).  

 

 
Fig 4. (a) Original Document having different font size text, (b)-

(c) document having same size text written with different colors (d) A 
historic speech section . 

 

 
Fig 5 (a) Input document of fig 4(a) damaged by pasting a double 
layered white paper. b)  pasting a double layered white paper on 

input of fig 4(b). c) Input document of fig 4(c) damaged by whitener 
d) historical speech document of fig 4(d) damaged by whitener 

 
 
 

VII. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

A. Scanned And Acquired Images 
The defected inputs of Fig.5 are then passed through the 

proposed scanning and acquisition apparatus. In the resulting 
images   hidden characters now  become visible. These images 
are further processed for noise removal, smoothening and 
contrast enhancement. The resulting images are shown in Fig 
6. 

 

 
Fig.6: Images acquired after  scanning of damaged documents of 

Fig.5  by prepared experimental set-up.and processing. 

B. Ocr Results 
The images of fig.6 after binary conversion are then passed 

as input to OCR ABBYY FineReader 11. The outcomes of 
OCR are in MS Word format and are shown in fig.7.These 
results are further quantized to know the degree of accuracy. 

 

 
Fig. 7 OCR outcomes for images of Fig.6 

 



 

 

C. Ocr Results Analysis 
The results  obtained above are analyzed in-terms of the 

number of correctly detected alphabets w.r.t. damage 
alphabets. The percentage of errors are calculated using the 
formula- 

 
                  Error(%) =(α-β)*100/α 
 
Where, α =Total number of hidden  characters beneath the 

defects, β= Number of correctly retrieved  characters .The 
results are shown in the curves  and are analyzed for  four 
input cases.  

 
Case 1: Image having varying font size text [fig 4(a)], 

defected by pasting paper sheet over it [fig 5(a)]. 
 
In fig 8. it is  observed that   errors are less  in retrieving 

large characters in comparison to  errors in small characters 
.To a small font size it is still retrieving characters up to a 
certain level of accuracy , which was not possible otherwise 
e.g  in case of font size 8 character “a” is detected as “.” while  
taking  font size “18” the , it is detected correctly. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Error Vs Font size for document damaged by pasting of 

sheet 
 
Case 2: Input image having different colored text [fig4(b)],, 

defected by pasting white sheet over it[fig 5(b). 
 

It is observed from Fig 9. that dark colored characters are 
retrieved more accurately in comparison to the light colored 
text characters taking the font size constant. The black colored 
text is completely retrieved .Still light colored text is recovered 
with certain level of accuracy which was not possible 
otherwise. 

It is observed from Fig .10 that the variation in character 
recovery  is due to differece in colors of the document. It is 
again clear from Fig 10.that dark colors are detected with more 
accuracy in comparison to light colored text having whitener 
defect over them.  

 

 
Fig 9 Error Vs color for document damaged by pasting of sheet 

 
Case 3: Input image having different colored text Fig[4(c)], 

defected by applying whitener over it  in different ways shown 
in Fig [5(c)-5(d)].  

 

 
 
Fig. 10 Error Vs color for document damaged by whitener 
  
Case 4: Input image of fig 4(d) defected by whitener shown 

in fig 5(d). 
In this case the input document was orininally having an 

historic speech section , which was defected by whitener , 
shown in Fig 6(d). The resulting document after passing 
though the proposed experimental set-up is recovered as 
shown in Fig 7(d). Most of the  damaged characters are 
recovered by the proposed scheme and the  misdetected 
characters in the words can be corrected easily with the basic 
linguistic and vocabulary  skill e.g  in the sentence“Although 
Irish Catholics began to jlay a major role in local and state 
politics in the later ninent//n|h century” words  “jlay” is “play” 
and “ninent//n|h “is  “nineteenth” can be easily corrected.  

D. Error Analysis  
The results quantized above show error in characters  

forming  words. . Then we scanned the damaged document by 
zooming on characters. In the above shown OCR results, 
maximum errors are in case of alphabets having closed 
boundary e.g. ‘a’, ’o’,’z’ etc. In Fig.11 the results are shown 
and found that by zooming on to the  damaged document at 
alphabet level, the error may be minimized  up to a great 



 

 

extent but the time consumption  for recovery of characters 
will be more. 

 

 
Fig. 11 Images(a, b & c) acquired zooming on particular alphabet 
during scanning of damaged documents  and images (c, d & e) are 

converted binary images. 

E. Character On A  Similar Background 
To test further our proposed scheme we have taken a special 

case as a input  where a charater of certain color   is written  on 
a background having similar color (black  in this case)   as 
shown in  Fig 11 (a). The out comes obtained after passing this 
input  though our proposed scanning set-up is shown in Fig 
11(b) and  finally the recognized text is shown in Fig 11(c) 
which was not possible otherwise thourgh conventional 
scanning technique. 
 

 
Fig. 11 Images a) alphabet with same background b) Scanned image 

c) binary image 

VIII.    CONCLUSION 
The results obtained and presented above are encouraging. 

The  hidden text could be  identified effectively and easily.The 
proposed technique has the limitation that the defected  
document must be having some light transmission property but 
in future, the image scanning using IR and  x-ray transmission 
may also be explored to overcome the restriction of proposed 
methodology as done recently for quality inspection in fruits 
and vegetables by using IR transmission [5]. Also the 
engineering version of scanning technique is to be prepared to 
perform the scanning at alphabet level. 
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